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Abstract. Encapsulating processes into process-services is a hot topic nowa-
days. Time management is an important issue for service providers to ensure
the successful execution of process-services, and time information is also con-
cerned by process-service consumers. Due to the security and secrecy factors in
businesses, service providers are not willing to publish all information in proc-
ess-services out. Thus process-services present as black boxes with only inter-
faces to consumers. As a result it is hard for consumers to engage in time man-
agement. We propose a secure process-service model, in which a process-
service is divided into a public part and a private part.

1   Introduction

E-services have been announced as the next wave of internet-based business applica-
tion that will dramatically change the use of the Internet [1]. The emergence of tech-
nologies and standards supporting the development of web services has unleashed a
wave of opportunities for enterprises to form alliance by encapsulating processes into
services and composing different services [2]. We give those services, which focus on
processes, a name “process-services”. Due to the security and secrecy factors in busi-
nesses, service providers tend to hide the details of the process from service consum-
ers. Thus process-services present as black boxes with only interfaces to consumers.
But on the contrary, process-service consumers want to know that information in
order to use process-services well. How to deal with the contradiction between proc-
ess-service providers and consumers is the focus of this paper. In our opinion, a proc-
ess-service can be divided into two parts: a process-service body and a process-
service declaration. The former is private to providers and contains all the details of
the process information including its structure and time constraints. The latter, pub-
lished to consumers, is abstracted from the former and contains some necessary in-
formation about the process in the process-service for consumers.

2   A Process-Service Model

Process is the center focus of a process-service, which achieves a special target
through accomplishing serials of activities, between which there are structure and
time constraints. In this section, we first introduce some basic elements and time
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constraints in process-service, and then present a process-service model with two
parts: process-service body and process-service declaration.

2.1   Basic Elements and Time Constraints in Process-Service

Definition 1 (Activity). An activity is defined as a 2-tuple <id, duration> where id is
the identity of the activity, duration is the execution time of the activity.

Definition 2 (Dependency). A dependency is defined as a 2-tuple, <prev, succ>
which means activity succ must be executed after activity prev.

Definition 3 (Lower Time Constraint). A lower time constraint LConstraint is de-
fined as a 5-tuple, <src, P1, des, P2, limitation>, where src and des are activities, P1
and P2 are from the set {b, e}, b represents the beginning time of the activity and e
represents the end time of the activity, limitation represents a period of time.

A LConstraint means that the distance between the beginning time (or end time) of
the activity src and the beginning time (or end time) of the activity des is greater than
limitation time units.

Definition 4 (Upper Time Constraint). A upper time constraint UConstraint is de-
fined as a 5-tuple, <src, P1, des, P2, limitation> which means that the distance be-
tween the beginning time (or end time) of the activity src and the beginning time (or
end time) of the activity des is smaller than limitation time units.

2.2   Process-Service Body and Process-Service Declaration

In order to make process-service not only satisfy the security and secrecy require-
ments, and also provide enough structure and time information for consumers, we
deem a process-service should have two parts. One is a process-service body, and the
other is a process-service declaration. The former, containing the detail information
about the realization of the process-service, is private to the service provider; and the
latter, abstracted from the former according to a time equivalence principle, is public
to service consumers.

Definition 5 (Process-Service Body or PSB). A process-service body is defined as a
5-tuple, <ActSet, DepSet, In, Out, Constraints>, where ActSet is a set of activities,
DepSet is a set of dependencies, In/Out is a set of identities of the input/output
activities which are all called interface activities. Constraints is a set of time
constraints.

Definition 6 (Activity Time Assignment). For a PSB and R{b,e}itytime:Ident →× , if

the following conditions are satisfied, the map time is called an activity time assign-
ment of the process-service body.
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Definition 7 (Interface Time Equivalent Principle) If two PSBs service1 and serv-
ice2 fulfill the following conditions, they are interface time equivalent.

i. Service1.In = Service2.In; Service1.Out = Service2.Out
ii. For any activity time assignment of Service1, time1, there exists an activity time

assignment of Service2, time2, and they fulfill the conditions:
)),(2),(1)(.1( bidtimebidtimeInServiceid =∈∀ , )),(2),(1)(.1( eidtimeeidtimeOutServiceid =∈∀

iii. For any activity time assignment of Service2, time2, there exists an activity time
assignment of Service1, time1. They fulfill the conditions:

)),(2),(1)(.2( bidtimebidtimeInServiceid =∈∀ , )),(2),(1)(.2( eidtimeeidtimeOutServiceid =∈∀

Definition 8 (Process-Service Declaration or PSD) For a PSB, its PSD is a simple
PSB that is interface time equivalent with the original PSB. This is expressed as
PSD=Declare (PSB). PSD is abstracted from its relative PSB and is open to process-
service consumers and have some simple but essential structure and time information.

3   Algorithms to Automatically Generate PSD from a PSB

This section illustrates an example to automatically generate a corresponding PSD
from a PSB shown in the left of fig. 1 using the algorithm introduced in [3]. The
algorithm is O(n3) time complexity.

UConstraint:<S1, b, S10, b, 26>; <S5, e, S13,b, 10>;<S9, e, S13,b, 5>;
LContraint :<S1, e, S7, e, 21>;<S2, e, S11, b, 6>; <S6, b, S13,e, 25>;
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Fig. 1. An example of process-service body
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A comparison between the PSD and the corresponding PSB in the above fig. 1 shows
that a PSD is deeply abstracted from its relative PSB and hides much detail informa-
tion from consumers. If open the PSD to consumers instead of a black box with only
interfaces, consumers know time constraints information between interface activities.

4   Conclusion

More and more enterprises pay attention to adopt web services to encapsulate proc-
esses. But web service model only emphasize on the publication of input/output inter-
faces and ignore processes in services. As a result, a process-service presents like a
black box with only interfaces to consumers. It prevents consumers from learning
more information about services. DAML-S [4] is another alternative model to de-
scribe process-service. But time information of processes in services is not included.
Moreover it exposes the whole processes to public. However business enterprises are
not willing to do that due to the consideration on security and secrecy factors. There
are the same problems in WSFL [5], XLANG [6] and BPEL4WS [7]. We divide a
process-service into two parts: a process-service body and a process-service declara-
tion. This model not only satisfies the security and secrecy requirements from provid-
ers, but also provides enough information for consumers to engage in time manage-
ment.
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